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• While established policies provide clarity for roles and responsibilities in most cases, certain 
rare or complex incidents can present novel questions, involve equities of multiple Departments 
or Agencies, or otherwise generate uncertainty about incident management responsibilities.   

• Recent examples include:
– Colonial Pipeline Ransomware Attack:  a significant cyber incident affecting critical oil 

pipeline infrastructure and disrupting gasoline supplies; and
– Operation Allies Welcome:  a coordinated traveler screening and vetting and resettlement

operation.
• The Russian invasion of Ukraine presented another example of the type of incidents that fall 

outside one Department or Agency’s clearly defined authorities. 
• Internal After-Action Reports from those incidents identified the need for DHS to develop a 

capability to manage these types of complex and cross cutting incidents.

Coordination	of	Hybrid-Threats	and	Novel	Challenges
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• The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (Stafford Act) 
provides authority and resources for DHS/FEMA and federal partners to support states and 
locals when an incident rises to the level of a “major disaster.” 

– Provides access to disaster funding and involves well-known coordination 
mechanisms and capabilities.  

– This authority applies to statutorily defined types of incidents.  

• Presidential Policy Directive 44 (PPD-44) - identifies particular Departments or Agencies to 
be the “Lead Federal Agency” for pre-identified incident types that do not rise to the level 
of the Stafford Act.  

– Lead Federal Agencies are identified based on their substantive expertise and 
applicable authorities to manage an incident within their mission space.  

– Lead Federal Agencies are responsible for management of incident response; 
coordination of all relevant parties; and maintaining situational awareness. 

– Lead Federal Agencies can request management and coordination assistance from 
DHS/FEMA, if needed.  

How	the	U.S.	Coordinates	Incidents
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• Presidential Policy Directive 41 (PPD-41) - establishes coordination mechanism for 
response to significant cyber incidents.

– Pre-identifies FBI to lead investigative efforts, DHS to lead “asset response” and 
mitigation efforts, and the Director of National Intelligence to provide intelligence 
support.   

– Establishes a “Cyber Unified Coordination Group” to coordinate response efforts, 
including engagement with private sector entities.   

– The Cyber-UCG would coordinate its efforts with a larger Unified Coordination Group 
to manage any physical consequences.  

• Regardless of who is responsible for leading the incident, all incidents in the U.S. are 
managed in accordance with the National Incident Management System. 

How	the	U.S.	Coordinates	Incidents
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Domestic	Preparedness	and	Response	
Unified	Coordination	Group	(DP&R	UCG)

• Exis[ng incident management structures are designed for “incidents” and do not account 
for a need or capability to bring people together to quickly enhance preparedness.

• DHS directed to lead interagency coordina[on of this incident to rapidly prepare for 
possible impacts to the Homeland and, if necessary, manage those impacts.

• Created new coordina[on structure based on tradi[onal emergency management model.   
– Senior Response Official
– Senior officials from all Departments and Agencies with significant equi[es
– Developed “lines of effort” to organize major categories of responsibility

• Iden[fied and appointed staff to manage the aspects of the UCG’s work, including:
▪ Situa[onal awareness ▪ Legal and Policy Coordina[on
▪ Planning ▪ Liaisons
▪ Communica[ons
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How	the	UCG	was	Organized

• The goal of the UCG was to coordinate, not direct, the actions of other Departments and Agencies.
• The complexity of the event required a way to coordinate multiple work streams, while also ensuring 

the integration of different stakeholders within each workstream.
• The UCG created four Lines of Effort that defined the primary mission spaces and empowered leads for 

those lines to work with relevant stakeholders to manage that mission: 
– Cyber Preparedness and Response: Working with government and private sectors to share 

information and build cyber preparedness;
– Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience: Supporting critical infrastructure partners with 

information and tools to build resilience;
– Consequence Management: Preparing to manage physical impacts to the homeland; and
– Federal Mission Resilience: Ensuring continuity of federal responsibility and capabilities. 
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What	the	UCG	Did

• The UCG’s primary purpose was to ensure that all the Lines of Effort were coordinated in support of 
common goals.

• Developed Products and Outputs
– Senior Leadership Brief: daily status updates to senior leadership describing, recent intel and 

preparedness ac[ons
– Crisis AcBon Plan: A plan outlining how the UCG and its member agencies will respond to any 

impacts and how that response will be coordinated and executed
– Interagency CoordinaBon Plan: A plan describing the UCGs process for coordina[ng with other 

Departments and Agencies
– Exercises: Designed to test processes and capabili[es iden[fied in plans
– NaBonal Joint InformaBon Center: A coordina[on body for developing and sharing unified 

messaging
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What	We	Learned
• There is benefit in having a flexible plan for managing crises that are unexpected. This includes:

— A process for determining which government entity will lead coordination for novel domestic 
incidents that fall outside of clearly articulated authorities which focuses on using well understood 
and practiced structures as much as possible;

— A diverse Cadre of trained Senior Officials prepared to lead the coordination of authorities and 
actions that fall outside of their traditional responsibilities;

— Previously identified and trained staff to rapidly establish and support UCG functions and Lines of 
Effort.

• When circumstances justify, we can manage risk with the same intensity we manage an incident: 
— Although we have yet to experience direct impacts to the Homeland, we recognized that the 

Russian invasion of Ukraine created an elevated risk environment, which justified additional 
preparedness measures.

— We devoted time, staff, and leadership attention towards preparing for a risk before it became an 
incident, and it has made us more prepared for our current and future risks.

— The effort was not just an investment in preparing for one incident, it was an investment in a 
capability we will likely use multiple times in the future.
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Thank You!
Thomas McDermott
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Cyber, Infrastructure, Risk and Resilience Policy
Thomas.McDermott@hq.dhs.gov


